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The 23rd SPE ICoTA Well Intervention Conference is the
largest and longest established conference of its kind in
Europe. This year, we will address ‘more for less’ and how
we can truly unlock our potential through innovation and
collaboration, to maximise recovery.
If you’re engaged in well intervention, you can’t afford to miss
the valuable learning, training and networking opportunities.

Why is our conference different?

–

• It's gained valuable support from the Operators
•	It’s a cost effective training opportunity and CPD points are applicable
•	It’s a not-for-profit conference where all surplus funds are reinvested to
support our future generation of young engineers
•	It's a focused conference and you will gain genuine benefits
from attending

www.icota-europe.com

"It was very useful to see
the scale of work which
was going on with other
companies, their challenges,
and solutions."

–

"The openness from some
companies from their
presentations was highly
encouraging, and very
useful. Great to hear what
their problems were, and
the approaches to resolving
them."
Comments from North Sea
Operators who attended the
conference.

Abstracts open 6th March and will
close on 1 August.

Book your place now!

Companies are invited to provide abstracts of no more
than 200 words for presentations lasting 25 minutes.
Visit www.icota-europe.com for further information.

Don’t miss the valuable training opportunities
presented at the SPE ICoTA 22nd European Well
Intervention Conference.

Exhibit

–

The conference will be accompanied by a major
exhibition of all the latest intervention tools,
technologies and services available to the market.
Raise your profile and showcase your capabilities to
major Operators and service companies.
Stand space is available on a first come first served
basis and will be located in the catering area to ensure
high footfall.
Recognising the challenging climate, we have held
costs at the same rate since 2015, all exclusive of VAT.
3m x 2m stand with 1 delegate............................................£1,250
6m x 2m stand with 2 delegates........................................£2,250
9m x 2m stand with 3 delegates........................................£3,410
12m x 2m stand with 4 delegates.....................................£4,450

New!

–

We are offering companies the opportunity to
showcase their equipment in a “show-and-tell” – for
more information, contact icota@mearns-gill.com

–

Attending the conference is excellent value for money
and it qualifies towards your CPD.
Contact icota@mearns-gill.com for more information.

Early Bird Booking Discount

–

If you book before 28th October, you will qualify for
£350 plus VAT saving £50 plus VAT

Group Bookings

–

For all group bookings of four places, you will get a
fifth place FREE.

New for 2017 - Pre-Conference Workshop
on Well Control and Intervention 14th November
This workshop will be more focused and tackle
specific issues, challenges, and talk about solutions,
relating to well control and intervention.

Partnership

–

Official SPE ICoTA Conference Partners help to fund
the Conference, providing training opportunities for our
young engineers of the future.
You will receive excellent brand exposure and many
benefits including:
• Free ICoTA membership for your young engineers
• Excellent training opportunity for your staff
•	Branding across all promotional materials relating to
the Conference
•	Brand exposure via SPE Aberdeen and ICoTA
marketing channels
•	Discount on delegate places and exhibition space
Packages start from as little as £500 plus VAT.
Show your support and make a difference.
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